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Summary 

, Two different statistical techniques of analysis have been worked out in order 

to analyse the components of available data of catch per unit of effort (C. P. U. E. 
by month), used as an abundance index, for the Atlantic Japanese tuna longline 

fishery harvesting north-southern stocks of albacore (Thunnus alalunga). These tech- 

niques have been developed in order to estimate different components of this abun- 

dance index, such as yearly trend, a seasonal component, fishing effort impact, and 
unknown residual component. 

Both techniques combine these components either in  an  additive model or 

multiplicative one and allow to assign to the trend a continuous or discrete (stepwise) 

&ape. The first technique is simple, it is called " moving average " and applies 

exclusively to complete sets of data without blank. The  second technique is more 

powerful, it is a generalization of the first one, it uses the regressive methods and 

applies to complete or incomplete sets of data. - 
Applying these two techniques and their different options (model, trend, complete 

sets or not) to the data of longline fishery albacore, brings some new elements of 

knowledge on the real trends of abundance of the two stocks and their structure. 

The northern stock appears as a unit sustaining a unique longline fishery; on the 

opposite the southern stock appears to have a complex structure and to sustain two 

different longline fisheries with the.ir own trends. 

Resume 

-Disposant des captures par unité d'effort de la flottille palangrière thonière 

japonaise atlantique (CPUE -mensuelles) pour les stocks nord et sud de germon 

Thunnus alalunga, deux techniques différentes d'analyse ont eté développées afin 

d'estimer les différentes composantes de cet indice d'abondance : tendance annuelle, 

composante saisonnière, incidence de l'effort de pêche, et  composante résiduelle non 
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identifiable. 

Les deux techniques intègrent ces composantes soit dans un modèle additif, soit 

dans un modèle multiplicatif et permettent d'assigner à la dérive (tendance) une 

allure continue ou discontinue " en escalier ". La première technique simple dite des 
cc moyennes mobiles" s'applique uniquement au cas d'une série complète sans lacune. 

La seconde technique, plus puissante, généralisation de la première fait  appel aux 

méthodes régressives et permet de traiter une série incomplète présentant des lacunes.- 

L'application de ces deux techniques et des différentes options (modèle, dérive, 

série complète ou non) aux données de pêche palangrière du germon apporte quelques 

éléments nouveaux sur les tendances réelles de l'abondance des deux stocks et sur 

leur structure. Ainsi il apparaît que le stock nord est un stock unitaire supportant 

une seule pêcherie palangrière alors que le stock sud semble de structure plus 

complexe et supporter au moins deux ~êcher ies  palangrières évoluant différemment. 

Introduction 

The estimation of the exploitation level concerning a stock or a population 

generally requires the calculation of an index of abundance. The use of the catch 

per unit of effort (C.P.U.E) as an index of abundance has often been discussed. 

The temporal evolution of the C. P. U. E is the resultant of many components, among 

which the following may be mentioned: the availability of the fish (owing to the 

seasonal or annual variations), the fishery effectiveness, in its broad sense, the real 

decrease in the fish abundance due to exploitation, the increasing or decreasing 

interest of a fishery for a species or for an area. 

Some authors, (SHIOHAMA, 1970; HONMA, 1974), have more particularly considered 

the geographical or specific interest of the Japanese longline fishery in the Atlantic 

ocean. The  purpose of this study, based on the same data, is to analyze the seasonal 

components of the catch per unit of effort in order to attempt to define a satisfactory 

monthly and -annual index of abundance for those fisheries with a high seasonal 

variability. The application to the longline fishery of the albacore in the Atlantic 

ocean is intended to emphasize the real trends of the indices of abundance for this 

species, which is fished in the Northern Atlantic Ocean by the French-Spanish fishery 

and in the Central Atlantic Ocean by the Asian longline fisheries. 

Data and treatment 

The regular publishing, in number of individuals, month by month and for each 

5-degree square, of the Japanese longline fishery catches from 1956 to 1972 (FISHERY 

AGENCY O F  JAPAN, 1965-1974) has given rise to many studies. The  nature of 

these rough data and their detailed treatment were described repeatedly (LE GALL, 

1974). 

Very succinctly, and regarding only the data used in this study, the "index of 
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abundance" utilized is a weighted index of abundance (IAP) derived from the catch 

per unit of effort for 100 hooks and for each month, so that :  

for a geographical area (n) including (m) squares for month ( j )  of year (k),  

(c) being the catch, in number, and (g) the effort in hooks: 

On the other hand, the division of the Northern Atlantic albacore populations 

into two North and South stocks is about unanimously accepted. Consequently, 

the treatment has been carried out similarly on both stocks and, inside each 

stock, on smaller geographical areas corresponding to various seasonal fisheries 

(Fig. 1). 

Principle methods utilized 

The  objective aimed at is the identification of the three major variation sources 

determining the temporal evolution of a series of catches per unit of effort, i. e.: 

general trend, fluctuations of a seasonal origin and residual component. Recourse to 
the deliberately simplified theory of the temporal series makes it possible to develop 

the analysis implement adapted for objectives aimed at and likely to be utilized by 

users not specialized in the study of the stochastic processes. 

The  utilized elements of the temporal series theory (KENDALL, 1973 inter al.) 

are based upon the following fundamentals: 

Mode1 selection 

-Additive model,multiplicative . -p.- mode1 . - and mixed mode1 

Let x be the series under study, m the trend, s the seasonalizing factor and e 

the unexplained residues; the additive model can be expressed: 

x(t) =m(t) +s( t )  + ~ ( t )  

and the multiplicative model : 

x(t) =m( t ) - s ( t )*~( t )  

When al1 the mentioned terms are positive the last model is expressed as an  

additive model through logarithmic transformation ; 

log x(t) =log m(t) +log s(t)  + log ~ ( t )  

Mixed models can be used: 
x(t)=m(t)-s(t) + ~ ( t )  

-Continuous p. trend or stepwise trend 

The  trend may be a continuous function, or it may be assimilated to a stepwise 

function, constant within a year, for instance. In the second case, for instant t=month 
IM of the year IA, 

x(t) =m(IA) + s ( I M )  +a(t) 

for the additive model. When the trend shows no significant variations within a 

year, the approximation of this trend by a stepwise function provides a simplicity 
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of use without affecting the results significantly. This method has the advantage of 

providing an annual index directly. 

-Mode1 adiustment 

Since the multiplicative models are expressed as additive models, only the adjust- 

ment of the latter type will be dealt with. Two adjustment techniques can be utilized : 

the moving average? (applicable only for complete series) and the -. regressive methods 

(suitable for complete and incomplete series). For each of these two techniques two 

types of approach are considered : either through continuous trend models, or stepwise 

models. 
-Utilization of movin-g averages -- 

This technique is limited to the analysis of the complete series (without any 

blank). This technique was developed by KENDALL (1973). 

A) Continuous - trend - 

In the additive model, x(t) =m(t) +s(t)  +é(t) 
The first step consists in e v a 1 u a t i n W )  by averaging x(t) over 13 months - 

distributed either side of the month considered, i. e. centered about t (the year is 

assumed to be divided into 12 months, generally it could be divided into intervals) 

and such that : 

where w(t-6) =w(t+6)  =O. 5 

and w( i )= l  for t-6<i<t+6 

to allow for the fact that terms (t-6) and (t+6) correspond to the same month and 

must have a weight of 0.5 instead of 1 in the weighted average. 

Thus, writing down %(t),S(t),:(t) for the weighted averages 

X(t) =%(t) + i ( t )  +E(t) 

the over al1 influence of the seasonal factors over the whole year must be zero, 

hence Z(t) =O, X(t) =Z( t )  +S(t) 

since the " residues" series ~ ( t )  is assumed to be free of any low frequency cons- 

tituting phenomenon (corresponding here to a slow evolution) the sum of the resi- 

dues should be approximately zero. Thus, it remains that: 
z(t)+m(t) 

and, if the evolutive trend is regular : 
- 
m(t)+m(t) 

The  evaluation of m(t) by means of X(t) is therefore justified if the following 

three hypotheses are complied with : 

(1) 3(t)=O, which is included in the definition of a seasonal component. 

(2) residues ~ ( t )  are sufficiently jumpy for their influence accumulated over the 

year to be zero. 

(3) the trend is regular enough to prevent its being appreciably modified by the 
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smoothing due to a weighted factor. 

Under the preceding three hypotheses, and in a first phase, m(t) is evaluated by X(t). 

A series without trend is then developed: 
z(t) =x(t)  -X(t)=s(t) +€(t)  

The  second step consists in evaluating s(t)  

This evaluation is obtained by averaging the corresponding z(t)'s, ( t , t+l2, t+24,  

t+36 ... ) for each month. Actually, the evaluations thus obtained do not necessarily 

comply with the condition: 

If Sm is the average, the evaluation will be obtained by subtracting this average 

from the first evaluation of s( t )  and by adding this constant to the first evaluation of 
the trend (KENDALL, 19ï3). 

B )  Stepwise trend 

The  constant value of the trend within a year is merely evaluated by the average 

of the x(t)  values for the various months of that year. The isolation of the seasonal 

factor and residues is carried out later on, as in  the case of a continuous trend. 
-Regressive methods 

This technique, which has a greater flexibility of use, is almost a generalization 

of the preceding one and makes it possible to deal with incomplete series. 

If the trend can be expressed in the form 

where the dj's are J coefficients and the fj(t)'s are as many functions given at the 

start, the evaluation of m(t) and s( t )  boils down to a multiple regressive problem. 

In the case of a n  additive model this regression becomes multilinear, but with a 

special feature. If the year is divided into K intervals (12 months or 4 quarters), 
k(t) an  interval, in model : 

.r 
~ ( t )  =m(t) + ~ ( t )  +€(t)=Xdjf j ( t )  +SKt)+€(t) 

J = 1  

where k(t) is the interval containing instant t. 

SKt) = s(t)  

The following additional condition must be added: 
Y 

which means, as explained above, that the influence of the seasonal factor accu- 

mulated over a year is equal to zero. 

W e  are now going to explain functions fj(t) and, as done previously, to consider 

the case of a continuous trend and a stepwise trend, in  succession. 
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A) Continuous trend 

The simplest hypothesis consists in assuming that trend m(t) is a polynomial in  

t with a degree ND. Functions fj are then monomials i , t , t2,  ... t and ND=j-1. 

The model is therefore written thus: 

with 

.. without this condition, the model would have an  infinity of solutions. It could be 

possible to add any constant to the Sk's, provided that this constant is subtracted 

from dl. 

To develop the calculations it is useful, at this level, to insert series w(t). 

w(t) =l if x(t) is known 

w(t) =O if x(t)  is unknown 

Adjustment by the method of least squares, then, consists in minimizing: 

The current method, then, consists in having the following equal to zero: 

dP - as; 
in order to form the system called 1. It is then ascertained that the system thus 

obtained is " degenerate ", or has an infinity of solutions. One of the equations of 

system 1 will be replaced by the additional equation. 

Generally, this system will have one and only one solution and will make it possible 

to obtain the evaluation aimed at for the dj's and Sis .  

Assuming a residual series, ~ ( t ) ,  forming a white noise it would be possible to 

engage in statistical inferences about the estimators thus obtained. The development 

of the calculations is shown in Appendix A. 

B )  Stepwise trend 

The interval notations K, k(t), are maintained, L corresponds to the number of 
years considered, Z(t) to a particular year. 

x(t)  =Mt<*>+ S y t > + ~ ( t )  

Mzct>=m(t) 

where SKt> = ~ ( t )  
K 

with condition r S k = O  
k - 1  

The model is determined by the K+L parameters Mz,Z=l ... L ;  Sk, k = l ,  
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As previously, series w(t)=O or 1, according as x(t)  is known or not, is introduced 

and the adjustment by the method of least squares consists in  minimizing: 

with the additional linear condition 

The  details of the calculations are shown in Appendix B. 

Particular features about the application to the data concerning the catch per 

unit of effort - - (C. P. U. E.) 

The C. P. U. E. concerning a species depends upon the density (true abundance 

of the stock: N) showing relatively slow variations, upon the catchability, q, which 

is most often related to seasonal fluctuations, and upon the fishing effort really dev- - 
eloped. 

The combining of these three factors conduce to retain the multiplicative model 

as being the more realistic. In addition, the logarithmic transformation of the C. P. 

U.E. ensures that the variations of the trend (i. e. of the stock density logarithm), 

within the year, are low 

When the model selection is completed, the meaning of the multiplicative model 

parameters, in the specific case of the application to a catch per unit of effort, it 

still to be accurately defined. The  correspondence between the stock density, N(t), 

and the trend value, m(t), is clearly established as well as between the seasonalizing 

factor value, s( t ) ,  and the catchability, q. The influence of the fishing effort on the 

C. P. U. E. reliability can be introduced, when using the regressive methods (in con- 

tinuous trend or stepwise), through a modulation of series w(t). As stated previously 

in the discussion of the principles, series w(t) accepted only two values, O or 1, ac- 

cording as value x(t) of series w was known or not. This particular case would be 

perfectly applicable for the description of the data series x(t)  obtained from only one 

observation. In the more general case, in which series x( t )  is obtained from several 

observations (i.e. from several data collector ships having operated for several days), 

and in which the reliability of x( t )  is, to some extent, proportional to the data col- 

lecting effort, the weighting of series w(t) according to the instantaneous values of the 

effort is to be preferred. In the present case of a C. P. U. E. series we can introduce 

into series w(t) the values of the efforts developed, f(t). The  values of the efforts 

developed monthly for each data series are indicated on additional tables, just after 

the rough data (C. P. U. E.) for each geographical area concerned. 
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Applications , 

Treatment of a complete series by means of the moving averages technique 

Two complete series (i.e. without any blank) have been selected. The  first one 
corresponds to the monthly C. P. U. E. for 100 hooks, (IPAnjk) ,  of the Japanese longline 

fishery on the Northern stock of albacore (areas Nl+N2-Fig. 1 ; tables 1.1 and 1.2). 

The second one is the homologous series concerning the Southern stock (areas S l+S2  

-Fig. 1 ; tables 2.1 and 2.2). In order to test the impact of the mode1 selection, the 

two treatments i.e. according to the additive or multiplicative models, have been 

carried out on the only case of a continuous (polynomial) annual trend. 

The  three series : rough data, smoothed data (=annual trend) and predicted data 

(trendi-seasonal component) are shown graphically on the same figure, so as to faci- 

litate the cornparison according to the following references: 

Treatment of a complete or incomplete series by means of the regressive technique 

-Continuous trend and complete series 

In order to test the efficiency of this technique the preceding two complete series 

(Northern stock and Southern stock) have been, in a first step, dealt with again 

through the regression method by using, this time, the efforts developed (in number 

of hooks) as a weighting series, w ( t ) .  As previously, the results are represented 

graphically according to the references given below : 
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Fig. 4 and 5 
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2. Multiplicative 

3. Continuous 
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2.2 
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Annual trend 
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-Continuous trend and incomplete series 

Within the limits of each Northern or Southern area, such as they are defined 

above, a smaller area has been retained, i.e. area N2 for the Northern stock and 

the BRAZIL area for the Southern stock (Fig. 1). The first area (N2) corresponds 

approximately to the longline fishery in the North Atlantic Ocean during the winter 

and provides a series with break of indices of abundance, owing to its seasonal 
characteristics (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). 

The second area (BRAZIL) is the oldest summer albacore fishery area in the 

South Atlantic Ocean and is located on the concentration areas of the mature adults 

(Tables 4.1 and 4.2). As seen above, the three series: rough data, smoothed data 

(annual trend) and predicted data (trend and seasonal component) are shown graph- 

ically on the same figure and in the form of annexed tables with figured data ac- 

cording to the following references. 
- 

-Stepwise trend and incomplete series 

The regressive technique, associated to a stepwise annual trend, has been applied 

only to the two previously defined series: N2 and BRAZIL. The rough data, smoo- 

thed data and predicted data are given, as previously in the form of figures accord- 

ing to the following references: 
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Results 
Acquisitions in the technological field - - - -- -- 

It appears of interest to estimate the impact of the model selection the technique 

utilized (moving averages or regressive method) and of the type of trend (continuous 

or stepwise). On the other hand, it is of importance to compare the stock evolution 

determined from the treatment of the complete series collected on the whole dis- 

tribution area and from the treatment of an incomplete series collected over only a 

selection of the distribution area. 

-Impact - of the treatment options (model, p. method, type of trend) 

In the present case of the treatment of a C.P.U.E.  series, the first conclusion 

conduces to retain the multiplicative model. In  effect, the non-adequacy of the ad- 

ditive model is emphasized by the following phenomenon: the incidence of the sea- 

sonal factor on the predicted values series (trend-tseasonal component) is excessive 

during the years when the true C. P. U. E. is low, and inadequate when the C. P. U. E. 
is high (Fig. 4). Conversely, the adequacy of the multiplicative model will be better 

when the influence of the seasonal factor is multiplied, in absolute value, by the 

trend. 

The  second option concerns the type of trend (continuous or stepwise). In  theory, 

the continuous trends seem preferable, however, the stepwise series provide a certain 

simplicity and conduce directly to the evaluation of annual indices, without intro- 

ducing significant distortions in the results. 

At the level of the selection of the model adjustment method, it can be noticed 

that the trends provided by the simple method of the moving averages sometimes 

exhibit unexplainable jumps which should be further smoothed. The adjustment 

through the regressive method seems therefore preferable. When the polynomial 

trends are considered the degree selection sets no problems in the examples dealt 

with (cf. appendix A). 
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The weighting by means of the fishing efforts, whose selection could not be 

theoretically justified, provides an  additional improvement in the treatment of a 

C. P. U. E. series. 

Finally, a more detailed analysis of the residues would show the pre-eminence 

of the multiplicative models, the usefulness of the selected weighting and the non- 

independence of the residues concerning two consecutive months. This last charac- 

teristic makes it possible, for this particular problem, to rule out the sophisticated 

statistical tests based upon the assumption of the residues independence at various 

instants. 

-Cornparison of the results obtained from a complete series and from an  i n c z -  

plete series. 

Since the continuous trend multiplicative mode1 adjusted by means of the regres- 

sive method is recognized to be the most adequate for the example discussed, it 

therefore remains to compare the trends deduced from a complete series of data and 

from an  incomplete series. This comparison is carried out in succession for the 

Northern stock : complete series (area Nl+N2,  Fig. 6), and incomplete series (area 

N2, Fig. 8) and, then, for the Southern stock: complete series (area S l + S 2 ,  Fig. 7 )  

and incomplete series (BRAZIL area, Fig. 9) .  

. It can be noticed that, in  the case of the Northern stock, the annual trend has 

the same aspect, in  complete series and incomplete series with, however, a constant 

deviation of about 1 to 1.5 units for 100 hooks (catch for 100 hooks), which confirms 

that the fishing efficiencies in area N2 are always definitely higher than those obtained 

on the whole Northern stock. 

On the contrary, in the case of the Southern stock, the aspect of the annual 

trend is very different according as we observe the complete series (total stock) or the 

incomplete series (BRAZIL). In the BRAZIL series the efficiencies drop rapidly 

during the first years and settle later on. Conversely, on the whole area of the 

Southern stock the reduction of the efficiencies appeared only during the last years 

when the Japanese fishery lost interest in the albacore species. In this case, (South- 

ern stock) it seems, therefore, that no conclusions can be drawn about the whole 

south stock from the data concerning the summer fishery in the South Atlantic Ocean 

in spite of its old existence. 

Conclusions about the fisheries -- .. and the apparent abundance -- 

-Cornparison between the Northern - -  and Southern stocks 

To begin with, and taking as only basis the results of the Japanese fishery, we 

can see that the efficiencies obtained on both stocks are relatively close to each other 

if we consider the present trend. The evolution is fairly similar for both stocks 

and, more particularly, shows a reduction of the efficiencies, starting from 1969, even 

before the disinterest shown by the Japanese fishery for this species (1972 and 1,973). 
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This disinterest explains the collapse of the efficiencies in 1972, and artificially indic- 

ates this real trend to a decrease of the efficiencies which goes back to 1969. 

-Structure of the stocks 

The Northern stock appears as forming a single one, simply constituted, and the 

trends appearing over a seasonal fishery seem to correctly reflect the general trend 

of the stock. Conversely, the Southern stock seems to be of a complex nature, and 

to sustain two longline fisheries whose trends are rather independent from each 

other: ancient fishery off Brazil (definitely on the wane) and winter fishery in the 

South Atlantic Ocean, which succeeded to the first type as far back as 1964. The  

handling of the Southern stock must allow for this apparent heterogeneity. 

Conclusions 

The selection of the treatment options: type of model (additive or multiplicative), 

aspect of the trend (continuous or stepwise) and of the method of calculation (mov- 

ing averages or regression) is essentially determined by the nature of the data. In  

the present case of a C. P. U. E. series the multiplicative model is imperative, as well 

as  the use of the regressive technique, which makes it possible to get rid of the 

obstacle of the incomplete feature of the indices of abundance series and, to some 

extent, to integrate the incidence of the fishing effort through weighting. Finally, 

the adoption of a continuous, or stepwise, trend depends upon the result aimed a t :  

a n  annual average index, or al1 the intermediate punctual values. 

The  particular application to the C. P. U. E. data concerning the Northern and 

Southern stocks of Atlantic albacore provides some new elements concerning the 

evolution of these two stocks. Regarding the Northern stock of albacore first, the 

general aspect of the trend, evaluated from the collection of the C. P. U. E.'s over 

the whole distribution area of the stock, is in agreement with the estimated trend 

of only one section of its distribution area (Northern area). This common trend 

indicates a small reduction of the efficiencies, as far back as  1969, before the disin- 

terest shown by the Japanese fishery for this species (1972 and 1973). 

On the other hand, regarding the Southern stock the aspect of the trend estimated 

over the summer fishery off Brazil is essentially different from that evaluated from 

the whole distribution area of the Southern stock. The general trend is fairly similar 

to that of the Northern stock in the whole and drops a hint of a reduction for 1970, 

even before the disinterest shown by the Japanese fishery for the albacore species 

in  the Atlantic Ocean, in general. 
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Fig. 1. Delimitation of the geographical areas for  the Northern stock ( N l f N 2 )  
and Southern stock ( S l + S 2 )  from SHIOHAMA (1973).  and BRAZIL area. 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Fig. 2. Evolution of the t rue  data, predicted data (trend+seascnal component) 
and annual trend fo r  the Northern stock, (Nl+NL),  according to  the 
technique of moving averages in continuous trend and additive model. 
( - : black dots for true da ta ;  O - 0  : Circles fo r  predicted d a t a ;  

x x x : Crosses for annual trend) 



De-seasonalizing of the abundance index of a species 

Fig. 3. Same arrangement as for  figure 2 : moving averages,  continuous trend, 

multiwlicative model. 

1860 1961 19G2 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Fig. 4. Same arrangement a s  for  figure 2  : Southern  stock ( S l+S2) ,  moving 

averages, continuous trend, additive model. 

Fig. 5. Same arrangement as for  figure 2 : Southern stock ( S l+S2) ,  moving 

averages, continuous trend, multiplicative model. 
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Fig. 7. Same arrangement as fo r  figure 2 : Southern stock (Sl+S2), regres- 

sive method, multiplicative model, continuous trend. 

Fig. 8. Same arrangement a s  for  figure 2 : incomplete series on Northern 

stock (N2) .  multiplicative model, continuous trend. 



De-seasonalizing of the  abundance index of a species 

Fig. 9. Same arrangement as f o r  figure 2 : incomplete series on Southern 

stock (BRAZIL), multiplicative model, continuous trend. 
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Fig. 10. Same arrangement as f o r  figure 2 : incomplete series on Northern  

stock ( N 2 ) ,  multiplicative model, stepwise trend. 

Fig. 11. Same arrangement as for  figure 2 : incomplete series on Southern 

stock (BRAZIL), multiplicative model, stepwise trend. 



Table 1. 1. Raw data (CPUE/100 h.) for Noath Atlantic : Area Nl+N2 (Albacore) 

Table 1. 2. Set of monthly efforts ( ~ 1 0 0  hooks) for North Atlantic : Area N l + N 2  (Albacore) 



Table 2. 1. Raw data (CPUE/100 h.) for South Atlantic : Area S l + S 2  (Albacore) 

Table 2. 2. Set of monthly efforts ( ~ 1 0 0  hooks) for South Atlantic : Area S l + S 2  (Albacore) 



Table 3. 1. Raw data (CPUE/100 h.) for  North Atlantic : Area N2 (Albacore) 

I Table 3. 2. Set of rnonthly efiorts ( ~ 1 0 0  hooks) for North Atlantic : Area N2 (Albacore) 



Table 4. l. Raw data (CPUE/100 h.) for South Atlantic : Area BRAZIL (Albacore) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Annual 

l2 mean 

Table 4. 2. Set of monthly efforts ( ~ 1 0 0  hooks) for South Atlantic : Area BRAZIL (Albscore). 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1960 5 307 1 839 530 506 O 616 O 40 106 1 325 12 339 17 788 
1961 7 431 3 447 3 307 1 852 1 920 3 461 2 669 49 O 1 4 2 9  6917 18865 
1962 -- 30 748 10 532 4 323 3 320 73 154 O O 157 8 154 32 049 55 432 
1963 47 933 17 348 4 257 8 729 O O 69 138 800 1 771 5 864 12 386 
1964 42 253 16 567 10 436 2 402 1 668 342 O O 1 999 25 821 40 834 33 119 
1965 -- 33 234 12 420 3 841 1 546 O 800 O 830 2 979 3 379 14 103 18 861 
1966 -- 39 425 25 018 4 040 2 1 O O O 65 503 3 866 9 517 15 268 
1967 14 984 1 689 O O O O O O 60 2 224 3 144 7 459 
1968 -- 4 605 1 689 O 38 O O O O 1 849 2 637 5 491 8 113 
1969 -- 2 241 33 1 256 O O 122 80 3 89 132 1 750 2 921 3 343 
1970 8 527 2 985 118 O O O 43 O O 71 301 1 021 
1971 395 482 1 101 1 020 562 58 O O O 29 1 566 O 
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Appendix A 

Adjustment in the meaning of the least squares of a model 
with polynomial trend, selection of the polynomial degree 

I-Adjustment for a given degree 

As indicated in the text, and keeping the same notations, the following should 

be minimized : 

with the supplementary equation 

Deriving the function to be minimized with respect to djo the following equation 

is obtained : 

this for j o = l ,  ... ] 
Similarly, by deriving with respect to Sko, we obtain: 

for k0=1, ... K, 6 corresponding to the Kronecker symbol. 
6k0,  k ( t )  = O  if ko+k(t) 
6k0,  k ( t )  = 1 if ko = k ( t )  

By grouping the equations obtained by derivation we obtain a degenerate system 

including an infinity of solutions. We can suppress one of the equations and replace 

it by condition 
T I  

This results in a conventional linear system. 

II-Degree selection 

This selection, which most often will be somewhat arbitrary, is likely to be 

guided by principles originated from the variance analysis. T o  this end, we calcu- 

late the variance, called " a priori ", of the x ( t ) ,  then that of residues x ( t )  - m ( t ) - s ( t )  
-under various assumptions concerning degree ND of m .  It is obvious that the 
greater ND the lower the variance of the residues. However, should a model with a 

polynomial trend be truly satisfactory, it will appear that the decrease of the residual 

variance, with ND increasing rapidly first, will stabilize beyond a value of ND which 

will therefore be retained. 
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Appendix B 

Adjustment in the meaning of the least squares of a mode1 
with a stepwise trend 

The following should be minimized : 

with condition : 

Then, the derivation conduces easily to a first system. 

l o =  1,  .. .K,  6 corresponding to the Kronecker symbol. 

k o = l ,  ... K 

The system also is degenerate and the final system will, i n  fact, be obtained by 

replacing any equation of this first system by 

The  linear system that is then formed can be resolved by the current methods. 

Some properties of the solution should be emhasized : 
-within each year the sum of residues x ( t ) - m ( t ) - s ( t )  is zero for instant t  

when x  is known. 
-For each interval of the year, say every month, the sum of the residues ob- 

tained for the various years is zero. 

When the x ( t )  series is without any break, including a whole number of years, 

the adjustment by means of the least squares method gives exactly the same solutions 

as procedure using the averages. Consequently, it is a generalization of this method. 
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Appendix C 

Remarks about the least squares adjustment procedure 

This  method is very widely used. However, it is important to know that it is 

optimal (in the sense that it conduces to the maximum likelihood estimator) only 

under a triple assumption. 

Assumption - .. 1--Normality of the residues 

This  assumption is rarely complied with in  practice. However, inasmuch as the 

residues do not have a very particular distribution (in particular when the probabi- 

lity density flattens quickly when one departs from expectation) non-adherence to 

this assumption is not very important. 

Assumption 2-Independence ~ - of the residues 

This  assumption implies that e(t) and e(tY) are  stochastically independent if t is 

different from t'. It can be examined " a posteriori " from the residues obtained after 

ad justment of the mode1 and, particularl y, through the calculation of their autocor- 

relation function, and of their spectrums. Non-adherence to this assumption may 

more seriously alter the optimality of the least squares adjustment procedures. More 

sophisticated procedures can then be proposed, but this would complicate this study 

which we want to be limited and simplified. 

Assumption 3-Constant variance of the residues 

The  variance of o(t) is assumed to be constant, and more exactly independent 

from t. In  practice, it may occur that certain values of series x(t9 of the C. P. U.EYs 

appear as  less reliable, for instance because, without being zero, the effort at instant 

t was very small. Here again, the simple adjustment by means of the least squares 

method is no longer optimal but this can easily be corrected. Series ~ ( t ) ,  which 

was introduced previously, took only two values:  0 or 1. In  fact, other positive 

values can be given to ~ ( t ) ,  the resolving being carried out with the same formulas. 

A weighted regression (in theory ~ ( t )  = l /v(t) ,  ~ ( t )  being the variance of ~ ( t ) ,  infinite 

variance if x(t)  is not known) is then performed, generalizing the previously men- 

tioned regression, where the only weights authorized were O or 1. It is, therefore, 

easy to return to the case where assumption 3 is adhered to. 

In  practice, non-adherence to these assumptions, and particularly to assumption 

(2) will first prevent the statistical interferences (a priori it would be possible to 

calculate the variance of the estimators) and then be detrimental to the optimality 

of the estimators obtained. This  being said, they will most often remain good esti- 

mators (un-biased ones, particularly), even if they are no longer optimal. The  pre- 

ceding statement is an  adaptation of the conventional methods of regression set forth 

particularly by DRAPER and SMITH (1973). 


